
In recent years the Trailcraft plate
aluminium boat range has grown

to encompass more than 33 models.
In this expansive boat range there
are entry level models for boating
newcomers, right through to top of
the line maxi sized hard-top
trailerboats for seasoned boating and
fishing veterans. One for the latter
group is the 610 Centre Cabin, a big,
high sided, wide beam craft designed
expressly for offshore fishing
enthusiasts.

Design
The 610 is the smaller of two big

centre cabs in the Trailcraft range. The
other, an even bigger 660 model is an
evolution of the 640 model I tested
back in F&B #99. The two current
models share the same high sided
aluminium hull, albeit in slightly
different lengths.

The 610 Centre Cab has an overall
hull length, (encompassing the
bowsprit and rear pod/outboard well)
of 6.35 m. The hull bottom is made
from 5.0 mm plate alloy, while the
topsides are made from 4.0 mm plate
with clinker style pressings added for

additional strength.
Noticeable at first glance is the

impressively high sides, width and
volume of the big Trailcraft. With these
boats you really do get the maximum
boat for your dollar. Also notable is the
raised deck sheer-line which starts
from amidships and sweeps through to
the bow. The sheer corresponds with
the step-up in the cockpit floor which
also starts alongside the cab structure.

Moving inside the boat the first thing
you notice is the Centre Cabin or
walkaround structure. The cab is
cleverly designed so that it is wide

enough for two adults to stand at the
helm, whilst leaving plenty of room
around the outsides of the cabin
structure for someone to walk forward
to the bow area. Specifically, the side
walkway width is 365 mm, and that’s
enough width to easily walk to and
from the bow – or to stand and fish
from the sides of the boat.

Up at the bow there is a roomy,
triangular shaped area that will make
for a great fishing spot – whether
casting lures, fly fishing, or chasing a
runaway billfish. Rod in hand, you can
also lean comfortably and well braced
against the front edge of the cabin.

As you would expect given the full
access to the bow area, anchoring in
the Trailcraft will be a breeze. The
anchor well is a good size too so you
should be able to squeeze in a full size
anchor, chain and warp.

Underneath the bow floor area is a
kill tank that will be useful for keeping
smaller pelagics and most bottom fish.

The cabin in the Trailcraft is better
described as a storage area. The cabin
floor is effectively part of the cockpit,
but with the cabin structure placed
down over the top of it. As a result the
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Big, beamy, strong, tough, and seaworthy are words that aptly describe
Trailcraftʼs 610 Centre Cabin. Following a recent test, Jeff Webster filed this

report on one of  Trailcraftʼs top gun offshore sport fishing boats.

Performance Table

1,000 rpm 3.6 knots
1,500 rpm 5.1 knots
2,000 rpm 6.0 knots
2,500 rpm 7.4 knots
3,000 rpm 10.3 knots
3,500 rpm 16.3 knots
4,000 rpm 21.9 knots
4,500 rpm 24.8 knots
5,000 rpm 28.6 knots
5,500 rpm 31.5 knots
5,800 rpm 34.5 knots
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Itʼs big, sassy, good value - and
for many fishoʼs, just about 

THE perfect boat! 
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